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www.thecontentninja.co.uk 

Here you’ll find a whole bunch of blog posts covering a huge range of industries. Spot the 

one closest to what you’re after and have a read to get a feel of what The Content Ninja 

can do for you. 

Want to see more? Get a personalised showcase which will more relevant pieces direct to 

your inbox by emailing us. We’re not content until you are. 
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SAMPLE – ACCOUNTANCY AND BOOKKEEPING 

Accountants – Why You Should Get Your Clients Using the Cloud for Their Accounting 

 

You’re there to serve, right? You should be willing and able to take hold of your client’s 

accounts in whatever chaotic mess, or organised spreadsheet they give you - yes? Well, yes, 

this is part of what you do. You make sense of the nonsensical and bring order where there 

is none. However, our role as accountants is also about making sure our clients excel and 

are as profitable in their businesses as they can possibly be. 

 

A key way of enabling and encouraging this is through encouraging your clients to use cloud-

based bookkeeping software – particularly if it’s one you favour or can use across a range of 

clients such as XXX. This makes it a win-win: good for you and good for them. 

 

You’re Already a Convert 

We’re sure that you’re already a convert to using software to make your life easier. You 

know it automates tasks that have the propensity to be labour-intensive. You know it lowers 

your data entry time. You know it reduces mistakes. You know it makes everything easier. 

So we’re not going to preach to the converted. However, do your clients know that? Or do 

they only see their records and bookkeeping as a necessary evil which eats time with little 

return? 

 

If they used cloud based bookkeeping software, your and their lives would be easier. So, 

how do you convince them? 

 

Getting Clients On Board 

Firstly, consider which of your clients will benefit most from using cloud-based bookkeeping 

software such as Pandle. Then you need to make a plan. You need to convince them it’s 

going to save them time, and money, to do it your way. The easiest way to do that is to 

consider yourself in their shoes.  

 

http://www.pandle.co.uk/brandle/
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As accountants, we’re not used to the amateur dramatics, but you need to become a 

restauranteur, a retailer, a builder or whatever your client is. Think through their work 

processes and the state in which you normally receive their accounts. This way you’ll quickly 

be able to identify the benefits for them. 

 

Then you need to sell it to them. Cloud-based bookkeeping software is great for small 

businesses for a myriad of reasons. Adapt the benefits to suit the particular client, but the 

main ones are: 

 Accuracy and ease of record-keeping (including secure back-ups) 

 Invoice management 

 Quotation streamlining 

 VAT and tax management 

 Bank feeds 

 Accurate forecasting 

These are all things that usual bookkeeping methods fail at. 

 

Then you need to let them know the real crux of the matter: this is free. That’s right. They 

can actively get their accounts in to better order for themselves and you at no cost to 

themselves.  

 

From here just think about the when and how. It makes sense to help them move over at a 

sensible point – the end of the calendar year, or the end of the tax year. Then be there with 

them to get them started.  

 

Any Problems? 

Any resistance you meet can usually be overcome with some hand-holding and reassurance 

– remembering that this benefits you both in the long run. So what are you waiting for?  
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SAMPLE – SEO AND WEBSITE SERVICES 

A Practical Guide to Killer Marketing Content 

 

When it comes to Marketing Content you need to don your ninja suit and hone your spy 

skills alongside a ruthless marketing nature. Simply hoping for the best isn’t good enough 

anymore. Marketing Content needs to be strategized, planned and reviewed to ensure it is 

consistently meeting your marketing goals. 

 

Your Ninja Marketing Content Toolkit 

 

There is a deluge of information on the net about what you need to remember and action 

when it comes to marketing content. Unfortunately it’s not all consistent. How do you know 

what really matters for you and your business? This handy guide collates all that information 

together in one, simple, easy-to-digest list. You can dive in and out, take each of the points 

in time and incorporate them in to your Marketing Content Strategy to ensure you’re 

keeping pace with what’s needed in 2018. 

 

These tips are designed to be easily actionable, yet tactical ideas to improve your content, 

how to implement them in order to increase traffic and ultimately drive sales. 

 

Weapon 1: Know Your Audience 

 

It’s all too easy to dive in to producing content without taking the time to really evaluate 

and assess your audience.  

 

The first step in your mission should be to determine who your audience are and what they 

are looking for. This enables you to generate ideas that meet their need. Do this and you 

take a giant leap off the starting block.  
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By identifying your audience rather than your customer, you aren’t shutting any doors 

before seeing what is behind them, and it enables you to align the right content to your 

brand.  

 

This stage of our Practical Guide to Killer Marketing involves you focussing on the first stage 

of marketing: attracting and educating your target audience. Content Marketing success 

starts with Audience Relevance. 

 

Weapon 2: Know Your Style 

 

Once you’ve got a good idea of your target audience and what they like, the themes and 

subjects that will attract them, it’s all too easy to put fingers to the keyboard and bash 

something out. However, this needs to be thought through in the bigger picture of your 

marketing content. 

 

What’s your brand’s style? Consistency is important here and applies not only to tone of 

your content (chatty, informal, professional, etc.) but also presentation and formatting of 

your articles.  

 

All content needs to speak inherently of your brand’s style and personality without any 

direct reference. 

 

Added to this, your content needs to be consistently readable. Small paragraphs, plenty of 

images and charts, white space and headings as well as consistently good grammar make 

your content readable. 

 

 It’s a visual world and with a dearth of information, your content needs to be visually 

attractive in order to keep a reader’s attention. 

 

Weapon 3: Evergreen All The Way 
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‘Evergreen’ content is that which stands the test of time. Given that marketing content has a 

flywheel nature, whereby it takes a great effort to get things moving, but once momentum 

is underway it’s easier to maintain, it’s worth getting your content to last.  

 

You are unlikely to see an immediate effect from new content, it can take months, so 

making sure it can stand the test of time is important. Therefore, whilst news and articles 

have a place, they also have a distinct shelf-life.  

 

Aim for content that is informative, gives useful hints and tips and aims to answer complex 

questions. 

 

Weapon 4: Recycle 

 

To help with the above, don’t just go evergreen, go green and recycle some of your best 

content.  

 

By re-using and re-purposing already existing high quality content you can get best bang for 

your buck. If something is popular see how you can spin it for another ride and make sure to 

share content more than once.  

 

Go back and optimise older content, update links and enter new data. 

 

Weapon 5: Plug the Data 

 

The biggest new trend on the marketing content scene is the ability to use Data Analysis and 

Content Marketing Metrics to your advantage. Whilst you have to be careful not to assume 

that something isn’t working because it simply hasn’t had enough time, analytics enable you 

to see exactly what is working in order to best target your approach.  
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Gap Analysis (e.g. Google Analytics) can help you identify valuable search positions which 

you don’t currently occupy. Content Marketing Tools (e.g. Google’s Keyword Planner) can 

help you to assess competition and exactly what content is needed. Using analytics enables 

you to steer your marketing approach in the most worthwhile direction. 

 

Weapon 6: Quality over Quantity 

 

Ninja Training School is unrelenting when it comes to keeping the pace. Whilst it can seem 

you need to keep churning out the content in order to give search engines something to 

tangle in their web, it is far more important to focus on quality. 

 

Over time your quantity will increase as old content proves to be valuable, but for the short-

term quality is essential.  

 

With an overwhelming amount of competition, your content needs to be original and stand 

out from the crowd. There is a vast amount of re-blogging tangling up the web. Content that 

uses your own voice, your own opinions and thoughts will be highly valuable content that 

stands out. You need to keep meeting and exceeding your own standards, so make sure it is 

sustainable. 

 

Weapon 7: SEO 

 

Search Engine Optimisation matters from a traffic point of view. Whilst there may be many 

myths and tales flooding us about SEO, they all agree: it matters.  

 

Improving your search position is vital to the visibility of your business. For a free review of 

your SEO then Request a Free SEO Analyis from XXX to get you started. 
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Weapon 8: Focus on the Social 

 

Don’t forget the importance of Social Media when working on your marketing content.  

 

Increasingly, Social Media is the super-charge for effective content. By using your Social 

Media channels such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram to promote your content you get 

additional bang for your buck. People love one-on-one customer engagement over force-fed 

sales, so establish yourself as a reliable source of info on your social media channels, and 

you’ll gain respect and admiration. 

 

At the end of Ninja training, you’re well on the way to killer marketing content. This topic is 

growing at an exponential rate and if you’re looking for more info, check out this useful 

Guide from Quicksprout. In the meantime, select your weapon of the moment and get 

cracking. 

 

  

http://www.quicksprout.com/the-advanced-guide-to-content-marketing/
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SAMPLE – EDUCATION 

Why Kids Need to be Educated about Code 

 

“Learning to write programs stretches your mind, and helps you think better, creates a way 

of thinking about things that I think is helpful in all domains.” 

   -Bill Gates  

 

The world in which our children are growing up in to is staggeringly different from their 

parent’s generation before them. At the centre of this global seismic shift is technology. 

Every facet of our lives is impacted by technology. Absolutely every element of their future 

lives will be, to greater or lesser extent, impacted by technology. Whatever their life goals or 

career aspirations turn out to be, from retail workers to medicine, exploration to activism, 

they are going to need to know how to use make technology work for them. 

 

The UK Government recognises this. Hence, the significant change to the Computing 

National Curriculum in September 2014, which teaches elements of coding to children as 

young as five. Nevertheless, is it really enough to meet their future needs? 

 

Why Coding is Modern Life’s Foundation 

Richard Branson has stated “Whether we’re fighting climate change or going to space, 

everything is moved forward by computers, and we don’t have enough people who can 

code.” 

 

There is a two-pronged reason why teaching kids to code is important. Firstly, they need to 

know how to code for themselves. Secondly, they need to learn coding for the future of our 

society and our economy. Coding matters.  

 

Why Code Matters in Childhood 

In many ways, coding is like a language. Mastering it, in progressive stages, is considerably 

easier over a gradual process of years when a child can rapidly learn. There are also wider 
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benefits from coding, such as problem-solving, logical thinking and mathematical enquiry 

are all skills that can be boosted in the process of learning code. 

 

Future Careers and Coding 

Up until now we’ve made the mistake of thinking coding is a distinct career path, the 

preserve of the ‘techies’. However, this is going to be increasingly changed over the next 

few decades. Yes, programmers will of course be needed, and in abundance, but the 

individual - whatever their chosen career - will need coding as a skill to pull from their back 

pocket.  

 

This is particularly true in the UK with our strong culture of entrepreneurship and self-

employment. 99% of all businesses in the UK are classified as small to medium sized 

enterprises (link: researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/SN06152/SN06152.pdf). 

That’s 5.4 million businesses.  

 

Yet, according to research by Approved Index, nearly 2 million SME’s don’t have an online 

presence. The research goes on to identify that this is costing the UK economy an eye-

watering £343 billion every year. This would mean a boost in turnover of nearly £174,000 

per SME per year. Coding is important for the economy, and good for the individual.  

 

Smaller businesses, driven by entrepreneurial spirit and a defined skill, service or product, 

are the ones least likely to have a website. These businesses, particularly in their start-up 

phase, face costs and barriers to entry, for creating websites. Imagine if those entrepreneurs 

had coding as a back-pocket skill in the same way as their ability to read and write. 

 

How to Teach Kids Code 

Despite the National Curriculum changes, not enough is happening to teach kids code. 

Despite kids spending around 6 hours a day on screens, it’s not being used for teaching 

code. We need to change this. 

 

http://www.approvedindex.co.uk/web-designers/how-much-does-a-website-cost
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-32067158
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The good news is that there are multiple, easily-accessible means of teaching code. Code 

itself comes to the rescue. We suggest you start at Hour of Code where you can pick age-

appropriate pathways. Additionally, Scratch is a free resource whereby kids can quickly 

program their own game and more. Hopscotch is a great app for grasping the basics. Tynker 

is another place to begin.  

 

The Future is Code 

We may have been the first country to mandate teaching code to our kids. However, there’s 

still a long way to go if we are to equip the current generation of children for the 

programming knowledge demands they will face in the future. Coding needs to become as 

important as literacy. It is the language of commonality for the future.   

 

  

https://code.org/learn
https://scratch.mit.edu/
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/hopscotch-learn-to-code-make-your-own-game/id617098629?mt=8
https://www.tynker.com/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/d5-london-summit-themes/d5-london-teaching-children-to-code
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SAMPLE – CHILDREN AND FAMILIES 

Budgeting for a Baby’s First Year 

 

It’s scary news, but the reality is that most parents-to-be underestimate the cost of having a 

baby. In reality, the cost of raising a child to 21 in the UK costs an eye-watering average of 

£231,843, with £11,498 of those costs hitting in the first year alone. Budgeting for a baby’s 

first year is therefore an essential part of the planning for baby. We’re here to make that 

budgeting simpler. 

 

It Costs How Much?! 

Firstly, don’t panic. This might be the average, and definitely warrants some preparations, 

but these costs are spread out, and there are always ways of being a savvy baby spender. 

What’s important is that you set a budget that you can afford, and work with that. 

 

The Practicalities 

To begin with, your attention will likely turn to the practical costs of having a baby. There 

are several ‘upfront’ costs of having a baby, such as the travel system, and cot. There are 

also some ongoing costs, such as nappies, which are estimated to cost you £260.89 during 

the first year, if you choose disposables.  

 

These practicalities can be broken down in to the following categories: 

 Feeding: Whether you breast or bottle feed will affect these costs. For 

breastfeeding, you will need nursing-friendly clothing, and perhaps a breast-pump 

and bottles. For bottle-feeding, you will need all the required bottles and sterilising 

equipment, as well as the ongoing cost of formula. From six months onwards, you 

will also need to factor in the weaning costs, and a high chair. You’ll also need bibs, 

and plenty of muslins. 

 Sleeping: Take care to choose your baby’s sleeping arrangements carefully. You are 

unlikely to need the whole list of: cot, cot bed, bassinet, moses basket, crib, and 

travel cot. Therefore, take care to choose which you think will most work for your 

family.  

http://www.independent.co.uk/money/spend-save/plan-for-your-newborns-costs-with-baby-calculator-7576074.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/money/spend-save/plan-for-your-newborns-costs-with-baby-calculator-7576074.html
https://cebr.com/
http://personal.natwest.com/personal/savings/tools-for-savings/cost-of-raising-achildcalculator.html
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 Transporting: Including slings, carriers, travel systems (complete pram/pushchair/car 

seat system), prams, and car seats. 

 Changing: You will need changing mats, a changing bag, bedding, and of course 

plenty of clothes in appropriate layers. You may also want a bath support, or infant 

bath. 

 Entertaining: To begin with, your newborn will need nothing more for entertainment 

than a cuddle with you. However, quite quickly you are likely to want to get your 

baby toys and mobile, play mats, and books. You’ll also need somewhere to ‘put 

baby down’, such as a bouncy chair. 

That’s before you factor in the baby books, photos, and other keepsakes you’ll want for 

baby’s first year.  

 

The Big Whammy – Childcare 

The cost and practicalities of childcare is something that affects every single family. Even 

those who have a stay-at-home parent are losing out financially due to the lost earning 

potential. Working out a way to ‘work’ can be tricky. Parents spend an average of £70,000 

per child on childcare alone. This is particularly a shock to the system for new parents. 

 

Depending on how much maternity and paternity leave you plan to take as parents, 

childcare costs are most expensive under 1. However, make sure you’re clued up on what 

help you can get with childcare costs.  

 

The Extras 

The £231,843 figure given at the start of this article is for a UK child going through the state-

funded education system. If you are planning to privately educate your child, expect a far 

heftier bill: Private school fees cost in the region of £10,000 per year, with variations 

depending on where you are, and which school you choose. 

 

The Future 

Once all of these fundamentals are in place, the first year is an important time to consider 

budgeting for a baby for the rest of their lives. The sooner you start making financial 

arrangements for their future, the easier this will be. There are two primary considerations 

https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2016/feb/16/cost-of-raising-children-in-uk-higher-than-ever
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2016/feb/16/cost-of-raising-children-in-uk-higher-than-ever
https://www.gov.uk/help-with-childcare-costs/approved-childcare
https://www.gov.uk/help-with-childcare-costs/approved-childcare
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you need to take here: protecting your income in the here and now, and saving for their 

future. 

 

If you haven’t already got income protection, now is the time to sort this out. This is 

especially true if one of you is taking a career break whilst caring for your new baby. 

 

Then you need to start considering the future costs of raising a child. You may feel the most 

expense comes in the first year, but in reality, children get more expensive not less, peaking 

at the time they fly the nest and need help with cars, deposits, and more. For small, regular 

savings you could consider starting a Young Saver Plan for your child. For larger regular 

amounts, which also includes financial help if your child is ill from school, then you should 

consider a Junior Money Maker.  

 

The Bottom Line 

The bottom line of budgeting for a baby is to be as prepared as you can. Raising a child will 

be one of your greatest ever expenses, but the rewards are immense. Get planning, and get 

confident with your baby-planning budget.  
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SAMPLE – THE ENVIRONMENT 

What Does Air Pollution Mean for the Future of Diesel Cars? 

 

Diesel cars should be quaking in their boots given the latest headlines about their 

connection to air pollution. Shockingly, London has not only broken legal limits for toxic air 

for the entire year just a few days in to the year, but scientists are also linking the main 

culprit, traffic, and specifically diesel traffic, to 1 in 10 cases of Alzheimer’s . 

 

Diesel Cars and Air Pollution – Are They to Blame? 

Air pollution comprises different components, however, far above them all is Nitrogen 

Dioxide. Nitrogen Dioxide is implicated in both health and environmental concerns. In 

modern cities the primary source of nitrogen dioxide is diesel cars. In fact in 2015, 5,900 

deaths were caused as a result of nitrogen dioxide pollution, caused mainly by diesel 

vehicles. Overall 40% of local authorities experienced illegally high levels of Nitrogen Oxide 

air pollution in 2015 which equates to around 40,000 premature deaths per annum. These 

are shocking figures and need to be taken seriously.  

 

The number of diesel cars, and therefore the amount of nitrogen dioxide air pollution, has 

boomed. This has been largely due to Government policy creating a higher demand for 

diesel vehicles and incentives for car manufacturers to make them. Diesel has been, until 

fairly recently, even been billed as a greener option to traditional petrol options. Tax laws 

dating from 2001 actively encouraged motorists to buy diesel. According to the Society of 

Motor Manufacturers and Traders, diesel has been outselling petrol cars since 2011 and a 

third of UK vehicles are now diesel. 

 

Modern diesel cars produce a staggering 10 times more toxic air pollution than lorries or 

buses, largely because the larger commercial vehicles are subject to more stringent testing. 

This has been compounded further by the Dieselgate Scandal whereby car giants are known 

to have installed Defeat Devices to ‘cheat’ emissions tests. 

 

What is the Problem with Nitrogen Oxide from Diesel Cars? 

http://www.londonair.org.uk/london/asp/basicgraphs.asp?region=0&site=LB4&sitename=Lambeth_-_Brixton_Road&period=Seven_day&graphdate=05/01/2017
http://www.londonair.org.uk/london/asp/basicgraphs.asp?region=0&site=LB4&sitename=Lambeth_-_Brixton_Road&period=Seven_day&graphdate=05/01/2017
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/environment/pollution-and-air-quality/air-quality-and-health
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/environment/pollution-and-air-quality/air-quality-and-health
http://www.theicct.org/nox-europe-hdv-ldv-comparison-jan2017
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Air pollution from diesel cars centres on their high emissions of nitrogen dioxide. Nitrogen 

dioxide negatively affects both the environment and human health.  

 

Environmentally, nitrogen dioxide is the cause of modern day ‘smog’ and is the baddie 

behind acid rain. However, it is deceptive to think this smog doesn’t resemble the dense 

equivalent from the 1950s so is not as bad. Rather, modern day air pollution is largely 

invisible. Not only does it create fine particles which affect health, it also can potentially 

restrict plant growth and may be a reason behind eutrophication, the rapid growth of green 

algae that reduces oxygen in water supplies. 

 

There is also a very real cost of the air pollution caused by diesel cars in the form of both 

adult and child health. Most fundamentally, air pollution is a significant factor in respiratory 

and lung problems as it inflames the lungs and airways. The results can be reduced 

immunity and susceptibility to infection.  

 

The CEO of the British Lung Foundation, Penny Woods, has stated: “The mix of these toxic 

air pollution levels with freezing temperatures pose a serious risk to people with lung 

conditions and can affect all of our health.” There may also be a causal relationship between 

air pollution and an increase in allergic reactions due to inhaled pollens, as well as 

cardiovascular problems. 

 

What Does This Mean For The Future of Diesel Cars? 

A much tougher stance on diesel cars needs to be made. Whilst the country is facing fines 

from the EU over the recent breaches on legal levels of air pollution, this doesn’t seem to be 

enough. Friends of the Earth and other environmental campaigners are pushing for diesel to 

be banned by 2025. There also needs to be increased pressure on the Government to act 

with greater urgency to change the current state of play. Beyond ‘clear air zones’ in city 

centres there needs to be a drive towards non-diesel cars, and other methods of greener 

transportation. 

 

The latest headlines could herald a death knoll for diesel cars, in combination with issues 

like Dieselgate, and pressure to create greener vehicles is mounting. As more, and more 

successful, electric and hybrid vehicles are released on the market, the consumer is given 

http://www.apis.ac.uk/overview/pollutants/overview_N_deposition.htm
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/411756/COMEAP_The_evidence_for_the_effects_of_nitrogen_dioxide.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/411756/COMEAP_The_evidence_for_the_effects_of_nitrogen_dioxide.pdf
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more choice. However, education is also important. Motorists need to come to understand 

the true cost of their vehicles, not just how much they pay in road tax and fuel, but also the 

hidden costs on our health and environment. 
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SAMPLE – FOOD 

Super Simple Cooking Outdoors  

 

There’s something special about outdoor cooking. Perhaps it’s the general feeling that 

outdoor cooking means relaxation, socialisation, and unwinding as you absorb your yearly 

quotient of sunshine. Perhaps it’s that camp cooking leaves you feeling a greater sense of 

satisfaction than the mundane mid-week slog, that you are hero of the camping BBQ, for 

merely succeeding in feeding the clan.  

 

Whilst outdoor cooking may necessitate some simplification, especially if you’re half way up 

a mountain wild camping, as opposed to on your decking with the BBQ, you can still serve 

up delicious grub, and the comfort food of home. And you just know the fresh air will make 

it taste a million times better than ever. 

 

 

Simple Outdoor Cooking Tips – For Campers and Patio Dwellers 

Camp cooking needn’t relegate you to a badly warmed up tin of beans, heartbreakingly 

served on anaemic looking toast. BBQ food needn’t pre-determine you to a lifetime’s supply 

of charcoal ruining any natural flavour of the food. With the right gadgets and gizmos we’ve 

been able to transform outdoor cooking. 

 

Take the humble toasted cheese and ham sandwich. Normally this poses some significant 

problems in the great outdoors: toasting is more akin to ‘drying out’ and who’s ever 

successfully melted cheese on camp? This wonderful heart-warming comfort food is utterly 

divine enjoyed outside, especially for breakfast, but how to achieve it? 

 

Ridgemonkey, outdoor cooking experts, have come up with an ingenious solution. Their 

deep filled sandwich toaster (also available in an extra-large size), means you get to enjoy 

delicious toasted cheese sandwiches whether you’re relying on your trusty camping stove, 

or camping BBQ. Don’t just take our word for it, check out this demonstration video and be 

amazed. You can even make mini pizzas, quesadillas, and more in them, seriously. Don’t 

look back! 

https://youtu.be/-NCELbEYsuI?list=PLDU54WlPj7mGQQYLfQT43tJB6FZK9GtjD
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For Saying Goodbye to Blackened Burgers 

Don’t restrict yourself to blackened burgers and overdone sausages when it comes to the 

BBQ. Wow your diners by serving them up something more akin to Michelin cooking. 

Smokers are all the rage, but did you know you’re not just limited to fancy contraptions that 

take over your whole kitchen? Instead you can enjoy the delectable flavours of smoking on 

something as simple as a camping BBQ, with this Kitchencraft Smoker Oven. 

 

Another way of preventing the same old same old when it comes to the barbecue is to 

invest in a cast iron pan. Instantly you’re changing up a gear when it comes to outdoor 

cooking, and now you can serve up such deliciousness as Pan-Fried Rosemary Garlic 

Potatoes or Pan-Fried Fennel and Peppers alongside your perfectly cooked meat or fish.  

 

If it’s the lack of temperature control that sends your food from food-poisoning risk to 

charred in split seconds, then why not think about changing your cooking method? You are 

no longer restricted to camp cooking stoves and hard to manage camp BBQ’s. For the same 

spot in your luggage you can bring along your very own portable induction hob and be the 

envy of everyone. 

 

All the Hail the Almighty Cheese 

We’ve said it before, and we’ll say it again, cheese gets a bad rap when it comes to outdoor 

cooking. The most adventurous outdoor cooking chefs may have strayed as far as halloumi, 

but beyond that we tend to get a bit stuck.  

 

Wouldn’t it be incredible if you could serve up Philly Cheese Steak outdoors, where the 

cheese is actually melted? Wouldn’t it be divine to have melted cheese on your burger, 

instead of some sweaty affair? Wouldn’t it be pure heaven to take hunks of chorizo, bread, 

sausage, peppers, and more, and repeatedly dip them in to delicious melted cheddar with a 

dash of paprika? 

 

http://www.thekitchn.com/giant-rosemary-bush-plus-a-rec-118237
http://www.thekitchn.com/giant-rosemary-bush-plus-a-rec-118237
http://goodfood.uktv.co.uk/recipe/pan-fried-fennel-and-peppers/
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You can achieve all this and more using a raclette set designed for freestanding use or on 

your barbecue. Once again, don’t just take our word for it, see it in action here. After you’ve 

realised this really is something amazing, and too good to keep a secret, invite all your 

friends over and enjoy this party raclette set. You’re gonna be the king or queen of cool.  

 

Super Simple Cooking Outdoors 

So, with our simple hints and gadgets, outdoor cooking can be transformed, whether you’re 

in the garden for a barbecue, or camping. Cooking outdoors can become so simple there’s 

only one thing left for you to do – kick back, feel the sun on your face, and enjoy a cheeky 

glass or two of your favourite tipple. We’ve got just the gizmo for that too – the super clever 

Asobu Stack n’ Go wine glasses. Enjoy! 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQQbe0AudVc
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SAMPLE – PSYCHOLOGICAL THERAPIES 

Counselling for Depression 

 

Are you experiencing feelings of worthlessness? Do you find yourself often feeling anxious, 

tearful or worried? Or perhaps feeling a sense of detachment or emotional numbness? Do 

you find you have difficulties concentrating or regularly find yourself facing indecisiveness? 

Are these feelings mixed with a sense that you simply aren’t getting enjoyment out of life? 

 

The Low Down in Depression 

Depression affects many people from hugely varied walks of life. It is an illness, and not a 

failure or weakness on your part. If you inwardly answered ‘yes’ to some or all of the above 

questions, you may well be suffering with Depression.  

 

Importantly, Depression is not a fixed state of affairs, no matter how long your symptoms 

have gone on for. Certainly, genetics and life events can predispose you to Depression, but it 

needn’t be a life sentence. With the appropriate therapy and support you can learn to put 

Depression back in its box, and to regain a sense of enjoyment and confidence in yourself 

and your life. 

 

The nature of Depression, and its varying causes, make it a complicated illness that affects 

each person differently, and can often have a wide variety of symptoms. One person 

suffering from Depression may struggle to sleep and be plagued with insomnia, whereas 

another finds their sleeping requirements have vastly increased. Some people will lose their 

appetite, whilst others may not notice a discernible difference, or may comfort-eat.  

 

Counselling for Depression 

Depression is not a One-Size-Fits-All illness, and therefore counselling for Depression cannot 

have a One-Size-Fits-All approach. Your therapy needs to be client-led and draw on a range 

of therapies proven to have success in treating depression including Cognitive Behavioural 

Therapy (CBT), interpersonal therapy, and Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy.  
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The main aim of all approaches is to help sufferers understand their illness and their 

individual triggers, and give them the strategies to not only cope but move forward in their 

lives. 

 

We will work with you, in a trust-based empathetic way, to uncover and explore the 

underlying reasons for your depression. Counselling will help to bring about a change in 

your feelings and to manage them more effectively. Importantly, with sensitivity, we will 

work with you to tackle low self-esteem, relationship issues or persistent negative thinking – 

all ways in which you can end up stuck on a never ending treadmill with your Depression. 

We will ensure you are taught new skills to be able to challenge your depressive thinking 

and behaviour at the outset, giving you confidence about embarking on your future free 

from the fear that things will always be the same. 

 

Crucially to your therapeutic relationship with your counsellor, you need to build up trust to 

enable you to feel accepted and understood at a time in your life when maybe you don’t, 

because the Depression has the loudest voice.  

 

Your therapist will provide a non-judgemental environment where you can begin to get in 

touch with your feelings, explore and express them, make sense of them and then develop 

new ways of looking at yourself and the world around you. Owing to the varying nature of 

Depression we remain flexible in our approach throughout the counselling sessions and will 

always focus on your needs.  

 

It can take a long time and a great deal of heartache before you finally feel able to seek help 

for Depression for fear of facing ridicule, or rejection. However, you can rest assured that at 

XXX we can enable you to trust in the process and discover that counselling can form an 

essential part of your recovery. We do not believe you can just ‘pull yourself up’ if you try 

hard enough, but we are committed to working with you to enable you to move forward 

and ultimately help you to live a Depression free life. 

 

For further information on how counselling may help with treating your Depression, please 

contact XXX on XXX, or if you feel more comfortable, please email us at XXX.  
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SAMPLE – HR AND EMPLOYMENT 

Forget Millennials – How Do You Recruit Generation Z? 

 

Ok, maybe don’t completely forget Millennials, they are after all a fairly hefty chunk of the 
workforce, and certainly a bigger cohort nationally than Generation Z. But don’t let this 
smaller, new kid on the block fool you. They are the next big thing, and certain to rock the 
boat on the recruitment front. You need them.  

 

Who Are Generation Z? 

These are the kids coming of age now, born in the mid to late nineties. They are the school 
leavers and graduates of now.  

 

As part of human nature, we often view the next generation as idle. We see news reports 
about dumbing-down qualifications, feel it wasn’t like that ‘in our day’, and can easily throw 
up our hands in despair for the future. However, we need to wave farewell to our 
stereotypes when it comes to Generation Z entering the world of employment as we 
couldn’t be more wrong. 

 

Generation Z are entering the workplace with some seriously impressive skills when 
compared to previous generations. They are mightily independent, believing respect is 
earned not simply due, and leaving the rest of us quaking with their intense multi-tasking 
skills. They are more connected than Millennials, and don’t just embrace the changing 
world: they’re quietly getting on and leading the change. 

 

A few things that have really shaped this generation are high university fees seeing them 
enter the workplace sooner, teen years wading through a recession and zero-hours 
contracts, and an entire life spent flicking between screens in a 24/7 world. They are aware 
of workplace competition, and they are largely motivated and driven to add value, and take 
a flexible approach, rather than simply ‘get a job’. They’ve come of age when - politically - 
the generations above have haven’t looked out for their best interests, and are entering a 
Brexit-Trump world.  

 

http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/alasdair-rae/the-generations-of-the-uk_b_7856198.html
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As An Employer – Why Do You Need Them? 

The real question should be: why don’t you? We’re learning that the Millennials are shape-
shifters and don’t have the same loyalty bug as previous generations. Millennials are now 
also heading up in to the ranks of managerial positions and as such are looking for talent 
beneath them which speaks the same language. 

 

There’s also the very real issue that Millennials are now reaching family-starting age and 
parental rights are now well and truly in their favour. Gaps, both short and long term, male 
and female, are opening in the Millennial workforce ranks. The Millennials are facing more 
mental health problems than previous generations, meaning that they are pushing for 
better work-life balance. Generation Z are aware of this, and keen not to follow the same 
path.  

 

All these reasons are largely a numbers game. Even more important is the value that 
Generation Z stands to bring to the party. As already stated, this generation are the ultimate 
multi-taskers. They live through connectivity, scan, assess, and move on to the next thing, 
leaving added value in their wake. This can be transformative in a workplace.  

 

How Do You Recruit Generation Z? 

Now comes the tricky bit. These guys aren’t just going to amble into your job just at your say 
so. They need certain incentives.  

 

 Money, Money, Money: First up, let’s talk money. This generation watched their 
parents struggle through the recession. They are financially savvy and don’t suffer 
fools gladly. They’re the generation entering the workplace at the same time as the 
introduction of the national living wage. So, respect that. They’ll give value, if you do 
too. 

 Listen and Pay Attention: Generation Z not only expect their voice to count, they 
need it to. They will respect you, and add value, but you need to earn the respect: 
You don’t just get it by dint of your age. They need constructive feedback, but expect 
to be listened to as well. Respect them. 

 Invest in Them: This generation are quite happy to shape their own future and if you 
want that future to be with you, you need to nurture it. Invest in them, and they’ll 
invest in you. Mentorship schemes are big news here. 

 Motivate Them: Businesses still need to carefully cut their cloth, so think laterally on 
how you can motivate this new generation. What are your working conditions? 

http://www.voxmagazine.com/news/features/a-generation-on-edge-a-look-at-millennials-and-mental/article_533c1384-fe5b-5321-84ae-8070ec158f17.html
http://www.voxmagazine.com/news/features/a-generation-on-edge-a-look-at-millennials-and-mental/article_533c1384-fe5b-5321-84ae-8070ec158f17.html
https://www.gov.uk/national-minimum-wage-rates
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Flexible working? Leave entitlements? Added extras? This generation are facing 
housing prices 7.6 times their annual income, fears for the NHS, and tough times 
with pensions - give them a hand. 

 Be Tech Savvy: Even if you’re not, let them be. This is their area to shine. They want 
to see tech fully integrated in to their workplace. Investing in tech is investing in your 
talent too. You’ve got a ready-made band of trouble-shooters on hand, after all.  

 Get Your Culture Sorted: What worked before, with a top down approach, may no 
longer work. Instead, you need to bring your workplace culture in to the modern 
age. This generation have seen the fun, friendly, innovative and driven workplaces of 
Google, Apple, Innocent and the likes, and they want a slice of that pie. Diversity 
needs to be your middle name. 

 Corporate Social Responsibility: Whilst you’re at it, you need to sort out your 
corporate social responsibility. Gen Z aren’t too impressed with the state of the 
world they are inheriting. They have a global conscience and it needs to be given due 
consideration. They don’t just talk the talk, they walk the walk.  

 

Where to Find Generation Z? 

In your palm of course! This generation are connected. They have CVs in the form of 
websites like Wix, they use LinkedIn intuitively, and they use fast-moving web recruitment 
tools such as XXX to find you. What are you waiting for?  

 

  

https://www.theguardian.com/money/2017/mar/17/average-house-price-times-annual-salary-official-figures-ons
https://www.wix.com/website/templates/html/portfolio-cv/1
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SAMPLE – LAW 

Am I Entitled to Legal Aid? 

 

At Knightsbridge Solicitors our aim is that you should get the very best legal representation. 

Sometimes this means you might need help with the costs of legal services. Government 

help is available to help with the costs of legal services in some cases - this is called Legal 

Aid. Knowing whether you are entitled to Legal Aid can bring you peace of mind or the 

ability to make other arrangements. 

 

Am I Entitled to Criminal Legal Aid? 

Legal Aid for Criminal cases can seem complicated. Your best bet is to give us a call on XXX 

and speak to a member of our expert criminal legal team. Criminal Law is one of our 

specialities, and as well as being available 24-7 for Police Station Advice, we also have a 

contract with the Legal Aid Agency and can assist with understanding your entitlement. It 

should be noted that some criminal legal advice, such as independent advice whilst in police 

custody, is not dependent on your financial circumstances. 

 

What Can Legal Aid Be Used For? 

Legal Aid can’t be used for all types of legal services, however it may be used for getting 

legal help (for example getting advice on your rights); help in court either through someone 

speaking on your behalf or a solicitor or barrister representing you; Family Mediation and 

Help; and Controlled Legal Representation (for example in some areas of immigration 

cases). 

 

Civil Cases - What Can Legal Aid Be Used For? 

Not all cases can use Legal Aid for financing. You can’t get Legal Aid for something such as 

conveyancing, or a divorce, or for claiming compensation. Legal Aid can be used for issues 

relating to issues such as discrimination and family and children.  

 

At XXX we are experts in Immigration Law and therefore are often asked about the eligibility 

for Legal Aid here. It should be noted that in many Immigration cases it is not possible to get 
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Legal Aid. However, it can be obtained in some circumstances, for example Asylum 

Applications, or if you’ve been detained, or if you’ve been a victim of domestic violence or 

trafficking, and various other conditions. We always recommend speaking to us in person to 

see if you are entitled to Legal Aid for your Immigration case. You can call us for a free no 

obligation discussion on XXX. 

 

Are There Financial Conditions to Getting Legal Aid? 

Yes. Even if your individual case makes you eligible for Legal Aid you still need to satisfy 

certain conditions regarding your income and capital.  

 

If you are in receipt of certain benefits (such as Income Support or Government Asylum 

Support) then your income will be discounted for the purposes of calculating whether you 

are entitled to Legal Aid.  

 

If you have a monthly gross income which is greater than £2657 then you will not get Legal 

Aid (except in some cases where you have more than 4 dependent children). 

 

So if your income is under £2657 then you may be entitled to Legal Aid but it will depend on 

your net income after things like tax, National Insurance, maintenance and housing costs 

have been subtracted. To be eligible for Legal Aid your remaining income must not be more 

than £733. If you have disposable income of £315 or more (but less than £733) you will need 

to pay some of your own legal fees and costs. 

 

What About Capital? 

The amount of capital you have will also affect whether you are eligible for Legal Aid. If you 

have savings, assets, or value in your home that is worth more than £8000 then you will not 

be eligible for Legal Aid. If you have under £3000 in savings, assets, or value in your home 

then you should be entitled to Legal Aid, and for those with capital amounts between £3000 

and £8000 you will be entitled to some Legal Aid but will also be required to make a 

contribution.  
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Understanding if You Are Eligible for Legal Aid in Your Particular Case 

Understanding your entitlement to Legal Aid is dependent on many different factors: 

whether it’s civil or criminal law, the nature of the case, your income and your capital. It can 

be confusing to establish what you might be entitled to. We are legal experts, highly 

experienced in helping clients understand whether they will get Legal Aid. We can help you 

to. Give us a call today on XXX and we can discuss your specific circumstances. 

 

For further information regarding eligibility for Legal Aid you might find it helpful to look at 

this section of the UK Government website.  

 

  

https://www.gov.uk/check-legal-aid
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SAMPLE – LIFESTYLE 

10 Things Every Gardener Needs 

 

Whether you’re green-fingered, or simply like the excuse of getting out in the fresh air, the 

gardening season is upon us. Neglected over the winter, it’s time to get out, spruce up, and 

get your garden in tip-top shape for summer days of rest, relaxation, and play. However, 

we’re all for making gardening-life a little easier and more pleasurable, so these are our Top 

10 Things Every Gardener Needs. 

 

1. The Potting Bench 

Whilst we love gardening, we’re not big fans of aching backs. The simplest way 

around this is to do as much work as you can at a sensible, back-friendly, height. 

Potting benches make this possible. Make sure you choose one with a few hooks for 

your tools, a tray for soil, and at a good height for you. This affordable one from 

Greenfingers fits the bill.  

 

2. The Anti-Bug Mug 

Keeping up the motivation in the garden is made infinitely easier with a fresh cup of 

tea on hand. However, it’s not much fun trying to fish bugs out with soil covered 

fingers. That’s why we love the Anti-Bug Mug design, and this one is perfect for lady 

gardeners. 

 

3. Your Trusty Wheels 

No doubt, you need to cart weeds and soil from one place to another in your garden. 

Whilst a traditional wheelbarrow is invaluable, we also think this play on design is 

great for gardeners looking to lighten the load.  

 

4. Protect Your Knees 

It’s all very well spending a few hours weeding out your favourite borders, but your 

knees might not thank you for it the next day. Look after them from the off with a 

gardener’s kneeler and you’ll thank us the day after. This one is particularly versatile 

as it can also double up as a seat, folds down, and even has a pocket for tools.  

 

5. Be Prepared 

It’s too late for this year as you’re rummaging around your shed, but be prepared for 

next year’s planting season by having a seed box to store your seeds. If you have a 

https://www.greenfingers.com/product.asp?dept_id=500686&pf_id=LS6537Dhttps://www.greenfingers.com/product.asp?dept_id=500686&pf_id=LS6537D
http://www.garden-products.co.uk/catalogue/item/gifts/humorous-gardening-mugs/Gardening_Angel_Mug_Antibug
http://www.homebase.co.uk/en/homebaseuk/keter-easy-go-wheelbarrow---55l-327454
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Songmics-Garden-Kneeler-Foldable-Kneeling/dp/B01HOB87XO/ref=pd_lpo_86_bs_tr_t_2?_encoding=UTF8&psc=1&refRID=N2T3F13VHQCK240QBYJX
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gardening-loving friend or relation who is hard to buy for, what about this 

personalised seed box? 

 

6. Tidy Things Up 

Along the same lines, get the greenhouse in order with a greenhouse caddy. Store 

twine, labels, tools and more and always have them to hand when you need them. 

This enables you to spend more time gardening, and less time finding what you 

need. 

 

7. Get a Grasp of Your Beds and Borders 

It’s all too easy to think that gardening is an unskilled hobby, but you quickly 

discover you need some useful resources at your green fingertips. Stock your 

gardening bookshelf with valuable literary insights with books such as Plants, Beds, 

and Borders by Katie Rushworth, and The Complete Gardener by Monty Don. 

 

8. A Comfortable Long-Lasting Dibber 

The problem with dibbers, that nifty little tool for making planting holes, is that we 

often opt for something cheap or our finger. However, very quickly you realise it’s 

worth investing a little more in something that’s comfortable to use and long-lasting. 

We recommend one with a T-bar handle, and a stainless steel body, for both comfort 

and longevity, such as this dibber by Burgon and Ball.  

 

9. Don’t Waste Your Work 

The problem with gardening is its waxing and waning nature. Glorious abundance 

over a few months, and then the British winter kicks in leaving a near barren land. 

Make the most of your garden produce by drying herbs for the months to come with 

a Herb Dryer. 

 

10. Glorious Trugs 

Nothing will quite mark you out as a true English gardener as a traditional trug. Vital 

for transporting veg and flowers once harvested, and incredibly useful for a whole 

range of gardening purposes. Choose from a selection of trug sizes and enjoy your 

garden. 

 

So, whether you’re keen to get out in the garden yourself, or simply looking for a gift for 

someone who is hard to buy for, make sure you’re equipped with the 10 Things Every 

Gardener Needs.  

 

https://www.notonthehighstreet.com/mirrorin/product/personalised-wooden-seed-box
https://www.tesco.com/direct/burgon-ball-greenhouse-caddy/101-4025.prd?source=others
https://www.waterstones.com/book/plants-beds-and-borders/katie-rushworth/9780857832856
https://www.waterstones.com/book/plants-beds-and-borders/katie-rushworth/9780857832856
https://www.waterstones.com/book/the-complete-gardener/monty-don/9781405342704
https://www.wyevalegardencentres.co.uk/shop/burgon-ball-stainless-dibber-0900002796/
http://www.greenhousesensation.co.uk/herb-dryer.html
https://www.amazon.co.uk/d/Gardening/Charming-Sussex-wooden-trugs-choose-working-delivery/B00XYBYMD8/ref=sr_1_10?ie=UTF8&qid=1492513047&sr=8-10&keywords=trug
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SAMPLE – EVENTS AND WEDDINGS 

The Inside Scoop on All Things Wedding 

 

Yes we know your Big Day is all about you (well, and your groom), but isn’t it nice to have an 
insight in to what other brides are up to? We know you love seeing what other brides are 
doing as we know how popular our Real Weddings is. You want to see what’s in, what’s not, 
and soak up that inspiration. Now we have some real data which delivers the insight. 

 

A survey undertaken by Wedding Journal has hunted down the information we’re looking 
for. They reveal the top trends and habits of the modern couple. They’ve dug up the inside 
scoop on everything that brides and couples are looking for: from venues to dresses, and 
even when to manage your guest list. Read on to find out more! 

 

Getting to the church on time: When to start planning 

The rock is on your finger and you’re finally just about able to drag yourself away from its 
mesmerizing dazzle of light for a moment to actually think. Almost straight away your mind 
is going to fall on timescales. How soon is too soon? How long will it take to save? Will the 
engagement feel stale if you wait too long? 

 

50% of couples take between one and two years from engagement to wedding date. 
However, whilst it’s clear that very few couples go for the alter-dash with less than 6 
months to go (only 3%), there are plenty who go for a longer engagement. 27% took over 
two years to plan.  

 

These outliers are interesting. Your wedding day won’t come cheaply. The longer the 
engagement, the longer there is to save.  

 

There are also other factors you need to consider. Dream dresses aren’t made by fairies, 
much as we’d like to believe they are. They take time, often with a lead time of many 
months. Then, as you start looking for venues and wedding services such as photographers, 
you’ll discover the best of the bunch get booked early. 

https://www.weddingchicks.com/43_real-weddings.html
https://weddingjournalonline.com/
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In short, if you want the wedding of your dreams, allow the time to plan.  

 

Something old, something new: How to start planning 

Having drawn up a rough timeline, you can be forgiven for having a minor bridezilla moment 
when you discover just how much there is to do. This amazing, incredible, once-in-a-lifetime 
day, kind of needs a lot of work! That’s not much fun, is it? Well actually, it can be awesome 
fun if you know how to go about it.  

 

What we know, from years on the wedding block, is that wedding planning is rather like a 
set of dominoes: one thing knocks on to the other. This applies to venue availability feeding 
in to booking the band, or the color of your favorite flowers determining the table favors.  

 

The way to get a handle on this is to tackle the big guns first. From the Wedding Journal 
survey, a staggering 86% of respondents unsurprisingly start with the venue. Your venue is 
the rock – the firm foundations of a wonderful day. So get out, get hunting, and get 
deciding.  

 

However, a little word of ‘heads up’ from looking at what the other 14% started with. In 
there we have brides who chose to start with their guest list. These brides may be in the 
minority (only 3%) but they are on to something. Venues will have number limitations. It’s 
useful to have a vague idea of the numbers on your guest list before you set your heart on 
the venue.  

 

You waited for the ring, now what can wait for you? 

36.8% of couples leave honeymoon planning till last. This one worries us a little. The 
honeymoon is actually a big factor when it comes to your planning timescale. 

 

Listen up a moment – you’re going to want your honeymoon, big style. Even the most 
extrovert bride will find that following those last few weeks to the big day, and the 
momentous day itself, she’ll want down-time with her new husband. Big holidays take a 
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whole heap of planning. You’ll never get the opportunity to be newlyweds spoilt in a bubble 
of honeymoon love again, so make sure about 6-8 months from W-Day you’re actually 
booking the honeymoon.  

 

Once the big details are out of the way, it makes sense that other choices such as flowers 
(12.3%) and meal choices (10.5%) can wait till last.  

 

The all-important support squad 

They may be glammed up in divine dresses and their finest Jimmy Choos or tuxes and tails 
on the day, but your wedding team need to be more akin to ninjas in the run up.  

 

42% of couples point the finger lovingly at each other when it comes to choosing their 
number one support act. However, running in close behind isn’t the bridesmaids or the 
groomsmen. A monumental 32.3% counted Mom up there as their right hand gal.  

 

However, the survey doesn’t quite uncover enough here. We know that parents are often 
footing much of the bill for the day, so of course they are going to be there having input in 
to decisions. What we don’t see is that it’s usually the bridesmaids who are the cheerleading 
squad, providing the background moral support. The survey reveals 12% of couples finding 
their best friends most important. 

 

Loving moms often feature highly though. They have simply been there. They have a wealth 
of experience about life and also about their daughter’s personality, characteristics and 
hopes. They are your fiercest warriors for getting what is best, even if that means a stern 
word now and then.  

 

In reality, whatever the data says, getting your support team right is vital but will look 
different for every couple. What matters is that you give it some thought and attention. 
There are times when bridezilla tendencies will need reining in. There will be times there are 
tears of frustration which need to be dried. Times when you need to look up and see a huge 
beaming smile of pride. Times when you need someone else to manage the logistics. 
Different people will likely fill these roles. Each of them is immensely important.  
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It’s done, you’re ready 

With the planning confidently under control, knowing that you’re doing things as others are 
too, you’re all set for an amazing day. Take time to enjoy the planning process. Remember 
to stop and smell the roses along the way - much of the joy is in the planning stage.  
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SAMPLE – RECRUITMENT 

Get the Facts About Common Hiring Problems and How to Solve Them 

 

Sourcing and hiring is a complex world involving intense competition. Getting the right 

people for your team, or to fill a position you’re responsible for, often flounders at the first 

stage of sourcing, and then compounds from there. Months down the line you can be left 

wondering just where it went wrong and how it got so expensive.  

 

However, it matters, and it matters you get it right from the start and the whole way 

through the process. Personnel are quite often the difference between failure and success. 

They are what truly give a business the cutting edge. Getting it right isn’t luck and it isn’t 

optional. So what are the most common hiring problems and how do you solve them?  

 

Recruitment Problems – Know Your Enemy 

 

The Recruitment business has undergone massive change over the last two decades, but 

particularly so in the last decade alone. The digital world has transformed the recruitment 

marketplace and the tried and tested strategies of old are, quite simply, old hat and won’t 

cut the mustard any more. A new approach is needed that encompasses and utilises this 

enormous change to your advantage as a Recruiter. 

 

#1 – Time 

 

Recruitment now takes place at a speed unheard-of in previous decades. No resting on your 

laurels and endless coffee breaks here. The transfer of information occurs lightning-fast, so 

you need to be ahead of the game to ensure that you catch the best candidates before 

they’re off the ground and into someone else’s clutches. You are competing against others, 

with exactly the same internet resources, that level the playing field. 

 

 It no longer matters from a procurement and candidate-base point of view whether you’re 

recruiting for a big household name or for a one-man band. Each business has the same 
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Sourcing toolkit available within their grasp. Therefore, use it and use it well. Don’t waste 

time on old-outdated processes such as the Printed Ad unless you are certain you’re going 

to get a worthwhile return on investment - in a timescale you’re content with - without 

losing out to others. Get the word out, fast, and pull in the candidates quickly. At no point in 

the process waste time, or else the greedy shark of recruitment will come and snatch up 

your haul. Source, interview, select and offer with speed. 

 

#2 – Know What You’re Looking For and Screen Well 

 

With the digital age speeding things up there’s also the phenomenon of flooding: 

information, facts, data, candidates… the internet means you have to be pretty good at 

targeting and sifting. Being faced with a vast number of candidates may seem fantastic, but 

not if they aren’t of the right calibre.  

 

As a recruiter, you therefore need to know how to target and screen on a scale that’s 

relatively new on the block. Add in a buyer’s market when it comes to recruitment and you 

need to be savvy at ensuring that your targeting and screening process is up to scratch and 

doesn’t waste valuable time. This means understanding exactly what you want rather than 

just hoping you’ll only attract that. 

 

Your screening process needs to be there from stage one. Therefore, if you only want 

candidates with a Masters in Physics then get brutal and scan and sort quickly, getting your 

pool down to real, credible potential candidates. Social Media can be your friend here: go 

on a Bug Hunt and leave no stone unturned, and you’ll be amazed what you can find out 

about your potential candidates. 

 

#3 – Know Yourself or Who You’re Recruiting For Like Yourself 

 

As already pointed out, the playing field, whether you’re recruiting on behalf of a big player 

or small, has been levelled. You have to really know yourself and sell the role and the 
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organisation. By knowing your role and organisation well it helps you to ensure a good 

match.  

 

Therefore, how you sell yourself, your Employer Brand Strategy, is of utmost importance. 

This is how you convey your organisation, or the employer you are working for, across all 

interfaces. All of your media channels need to speak of exactly who you are as an employer 

in terms of culture and expectations. This enables a candidate self-screening process that 

you just won’t get otherwise. 

 

By being able to imagine themselves in your shoes they can proceed or self-reject saving you 

a whole heap of extra hassle. Follow it through from the start of the Recruitment Process to 

the end – no surprises. 

 

#4 – Budgets Matter 

 

Recruitment can be a mighty expensive endeavour. With the current economic climate this 

is more important than ever. Bottom-lines are at the top of the thought process and this is 

particularly important on non-fee earning tasks such as recruitment.  

 

Whilst the digital age offers some ways of mitigating that, it’s also very easy to get ‘trigger 

happy’ and throw a great deal of your budget at many different avenues that seem a good 

idea before realising you’ve zapped the lot. However, with the internet comes a fantastic 

resource of not only targeting the candidate pool you want but a reporting and data analysis 

process that is real and tangible. 

 

It’s pretty easy to see exactly which recruitment channels bring up the best candidates and 

offer best bang for your buck. This is why it’s exceptionally important to use internet-

channels such as XXX who do the leg work for you and ensure the best return on your 

investment. Cost effective and highly targeted recruitment that understands your needs is 

the way to save money in the long run.  
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Solutions 

 

At XXX we know the enemies to good recruitment. We know that navigating the market can 

be fraught with expensive time-eating mistakes. Therefore we hope that the above tips will 

help you to know these potential pitfalls and help you combat them.  

 

By knowing the most common problems when it comes to recruitment you can ensure that 

you’re armed and ready to face them. And if in doubt, just get someone else to do the hard 

work for you with XXX. 
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SAMPLE – RETAIL 

Colour Their World – The Urbanz Range of Kids Headphones 

Colour Your World, Market-Leaders on the Funkiest Headphones for Little People 

 

Kids’ Headphones – a market oft neglected with flimsy offerings that don’t cut the mustard. 

Usually boringly only on offer in pink, blue or black, with a little rough and tumble at the 

hands of little people they’re regularly heading straight for the bin along with the cash it 

cost to buy them. Urbanz headphones by Colour Your World are different.  

 

Looking cool with the best sounds and the brightest colours is a given for Urbanz 

headphones, it’s what we’re about. But we’re also about offering the next generation of 

headphones to the next generation of listeners.  

 

With Urbanz headphones for kids you can be sure of durable design, comfort guaranteed, 

and awesome design. 

 

Colour Their World 

We don’t believe in boring. We love colour. Kids love colour. That’s why our range of 

children’s headphones come in an uplifting rainbow of colours that allows your child to be 

as individual as you are. No gender stereo-typing here, just bold statement colours that 

make our kids’ headphones stand out from the crowd. 

 

From purple to turquoise, orange to green and cyan to yellow, we’ve got their favourites 

covered. 

 

Tough Stuff For Tough Kids 

Headphones for kids that aren’t built to last waste parents’ money and cause frustration 

and strops. Urbanz only dig the chilled out vibe, so to prevent any mishaps, our children’s 

headphones are made of tough stuff. We’ve thought about the little hands that aren’t the 
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most careful and we’ve designed our kids’ headphones with this in mind. Tested for 

bashability and droptastic antics, Urbanz kids’ headphones survive being used by kids. 

 

In-Line Control 

Headphones for Kids tend not to think of logistics and parents too. Urbanz care that using 

our children’s headphones is easy not just for the small person but for the grown-ups too. 

We know what it’s like to listen to the wail from the backseat that “I can’t hear iiiiiiit!” and 

just how much it sucks to have to twist and stretch to help. That’s why on many of our Kids 

headphones we’ve built in In-Line Control. Easy Peasy. Kid-Friendly Volume Control.  

 

Sweet Sounds 

You might have had enough of Let It Go, and your enthusiasm for Justin Beiber wearing thin, 

so all the more reason for headphones for kids that bring your kids their sweet sounds 

without you feeling like you’re listening to nails on a blackboard. Just because they’re kids 

we don’t scrimp on sound quality. Urbanz range of children’s headphones have the sound 

central to the design. 

 

Comfort for Fidget-Hands and Wriggle-Heads 

Kids haven’t got the memo about discomfort being tolerated for the sake of fashion and 

good looks, yet. If it ain’t comfy then there’s no getting them on board. Which takes you 

back to listening to Let It Go in repeat, or hearing Paw Patrol grate your mind, or Iron Man’s 

Dulcet tones (ok, that ones pretty cool really). Therefore, our kids headphones put comfort 

along with style on the design agenda. These headphones are designed specifically for small 

but growing, and variable, heads. Adjustability means that the Urbanz children’s 

headphones grown with your child whilst being comfy to wear. 

 

Affordable Value for Great Price 

Kids eat money. Sometimes literally. That’s why we’ve designed our headphones for kids to 

not only be durable, cool to look at, comfortable and adjustable, but we’ve also made them 

competitively priced too. We know you aren’t quite ready to trust Junior with a Rolex just 

yet, but they do need lasting style that doesn’t cost the earth. Our children’s headphones 

are cool for kids whilst being kind to your pocket too. 
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Urbanz Kids Headphones Ranges – ZIP, VIBE and BUZZ 

Catering for every child under the rainbow our three different ranges of headphones for kids 

will mean you can find exactly what you’re looking for. 

 

ZIP – Zippety Doo Dah! 

These multi-device kids’ headphones are our best-selling product for Small People. Why? 

Their adjustability, paired with their cool bold looks with aluminium and chrome detailing, 

makes them tough yet awesome to look at and comfy to wear. The sound performance is 

exquisite and they are pretty lightweight at just 140g. The ZIP headphones for kids have a 

40mm driver unit, a 1.2m straight cable, and retailing at £19.99 are excellent quality and 

value. The cushioned ear pads and rubber headband mean that even the most sensitive kids 

will love their ZIP children’s headphones. 

 

VIBE – Rainbow Fashion With Oodles of Choice 

Our VIBE kids headphones are available in a vibrant plethora of colours, but looks aren’t all 

that’s important here. These lightweight headphones for kids have a closed ear-cup design 

with cushioned pads for comfy, secure wear for even the most fidgety of souls. Even better, 

these children’s headphones are future proof: their adjustability means they are particularly 

great for growing kids heading towards their teens, they even fit adults too. The VIBE 

headphones are suitable for use across a range of devices such as portable DVD players, 

Nintendo DS, iPhones, and other smartphones. With a 30mm driver unit and volume control 

on the cable you don’t have to become a device-location expert to get control. Retailing at 

£14.99 these VIBE are brilliant value headphones for kids. 

 

BUZZ – Affordable Comfort and Design 

Our lowest cost headphones for kids are the BUZZ headphones which are light-weight with 

adjustable headbands. The closed ear-cup design and cushioned pads makes these 

children’s headphones a real winner.  

 

The Urbanz Way 
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All Urbanz kids headphones are covered with the Urbanz lifetime warranty as long as you 

register them with us within 30 days of purchase.  

 

Skoolz In with Urbanz Headphones for Kids 

We believe education should be fun and engaging, whilst we also realise the demands on 

technology for classrooms. That’s why we offer a fully VAT-registered service, with a School 

Sample Scheme meaning you can literally try before you buy. What’s more, bulk buy over 10 

children’s headphones and we can get you the lowest available price. 

 

Bored of Black 

So, if you’re bored of black but want the very best in tech performance, durability, 

adjustability, cost and design, then Urbanz kids headphones are the way to go. 
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SAMPLE – TECHNOLOGY 

Best Ecommerce Plugins for WordPress 

 

WordPress is often favoured when ecommerce is going to be entering the mix. It’s great for 

skilled web developers to create a functional, creative masterpiece that is as unique as the 

customer is. In many ways, WordPress has set the bar. What enables WordPress to be so 

effective is the plethora of plugins on offer, particularly those designed with ecommerce in 

mind. These WordPress plugins mean that, whatever the nature of the ecommerce 

business, there will be something ‘off-the-shelf’ that is suitable and customisable.   

 

However, start browsing the WordPress plugin options and you can be left overwhelmed 

and daunted: not knowing how to separate the wheat from the chaff, or what will be right 

for your business. These are our Top Ecommerce Plugins for WordPress.  

 

1. Easy Digital Downloads 

This one is for digital downloads only, but if that’s your niche, this has been designed 

specifically for you.  

 

Why we love it: It’s designed with one purpose in mind – digital downloads – and as 

such is great at what it does. This is teamed with fantastic customer support and an 

active advice-sharing community, which isn’t always forthcoming in the cyber world, 

so you can be sure of backup when you need it. It’s good for customisation too. 

 

The Downsides: Steer clear if you’re a physical products seller, this is a digital 

download ecommerce plugin.  

 

2. Shopify 

The big name in ecommerce plugins is Shopify, and there’s a reason you’ll have 

heard of it. It’s popular, and widely used. Shopify isn’t technically a WordPress 

plugin, but don’t let that put you off. It’s easy to integrate with your WordPress site. 

 

Why we love it: It’s focused on what it does best – ecommerce, and therefore you 

get dedicated Shopify technical support for any glitches or trouble spots you 

encounter. It’s Inventory Management System IVMS) is going to put you bang in 

2017 with stock control, and minimise wasted time and human error due to updating 
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systems. Furthermore, this can be linked to tracking software so that you have 

complete visibility of every order from start to finish. Even better, Shopify doesn’t 

stop where your ecommerce exploits do; it’s also suitable for in-person payments. 

Particularly, Shopify is great for inexperienced ecommerce businesses, as you can get 

up and running quickly and without complications. 

 

The Downsides: Shopify is great but that greatness comes at a cost. You’ll be signing 

up for monthly subscription costs. It’s also a little inflexible compared to other 

offerings, and you’ll always find that you’ll be digging further in to your pocket when 

you look to make changes.  

 

3. Woo Commerce 

Woo Commerce comes up trumps in the popularity stakes and with good reason: It’s 

easy to set up, eminently customisable, and will lead you down the right path for 

secure online transactions.  

 

Why we love it: Woo is scalable through various available extensions, as well as 

themes. You can be sure your brand personality will be reflected as much in the 

ecommerce elements of your site as in other areas. It’s suitable for both physical and 

digital sales.  

 

The Downsides: Woo Commerce isn’t the most straightforward option for the 

completely uninitiated. The raft of customisation options can leave you a little lost at 

sea: Its very strength can in fact be its own weakness.  

 

4. iThemes Exchange 

iThemes Exchange is a good general ecommerce plugin. Whether your focus is on 

digital downloads, or physical goods, or even both, your needs will be met.  

 

Why we love it: iThemes Exchange number 1 selling point is its versatility. As well as 

being ideal for both digital downloads and physical goods, it’s great for membership 

and subscription sales. It’s intuitive, and you’ll ‘get it’ quickly. It’s also got a fair 

amount of customisation.  

 

The Downsides: You may not have heard of it, and that’s because it’s relatively new. 

That means we’re still to see its long-term greatness, and it has some notable gaps in 

its user community. You need to be capable of standing on your own two feet when 

problems arise. 

 

5. Shopp 
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Shopp is a good all-rounder ecommerce plugin suitable for digital and physical 

purchases. 

 

Why we love it: It’s got some nifty database work in it that means site performance 

and ease of use are both good. Furthermore, Shopp comes with great customer 

support. 

 

The Downsides: We think Shopp can seem a little generic – there’s not a whole lot of 

pizazz. The result of this is that your branding reaches a stumbling block once it 

enters the ecommerce realm.  

So consider the points that are important to you, such as branding and customisation versus 

ease of use, as well as what type of ecommerce business you are, and select a WordPress 

ecommerce plugin accordingly.  
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SAMPLE – START-UPS AND SMALL BUSINESSES 

5 Ways to Boost Your Bottom Line 

 

You’re already doing an amazing job. The first steps of starting a business are often amongst 

the hardest. However, what many people underestimate is the drive and effort needed to 

keep going. Once the initial excitement of the start-up phase has waned, how can you 

ensure your business’s success? Here are our top 5 ways to boost your bottom line and keep 

your business moving forward.  

 

1. Boost Sales 

Ok, this might sound obvious, and simply boosting sales isn’t the be-all-and-end-all 

of business success, but it’s a mighty important springboard to success. There are a 

few ways in which you can do this if you’re already well on the road to survival as a 

small or medium business. 

 

If you’ve got a great customer base already then you need to take a two-pronged 

approach: getting into new areas, products, and markets; and…getting new 

customers. This requires a careful balance between exploring new lines and getting 

advertising that really works. Those loyal customers can be your step to upselling 

and cross-selling.  

 

2. Sell You, Not the Product 

Hear us out here. In the global marketplace as it is today it’s very unlikely that you 

have a completely unique product. Yes, there will be the odd smattering of Dyson 

characters of the future out there, but the vast majority are selling products or 

services with some very identical competition.  

 

So people obviously want the product or service, as long as you’ve got it priced right, 

what you need to convince them is that they want you to provide it. So get your 

brand values and business philosophy sorted and get customers attracted to you. 

 

3. Join Forces 

It’s tough to go it alone, and you bear the burden of all overheads single-handedly. 

However, whilst you may think you shouldn’t step foot within 10 miles of your direct 

competitors the facts don’t quite support that. In fact, research suggests that you 

actually do better if you cluster together where other businesses of the same type 

http://www.brighterbusiness.co.uk/business-clusters-thriving-smes-arent-taking-advantage/
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are. You get the benefit of a customer base ready and waiting for a start, and access 

to shared resources and more efficient supply chains.  

 

4. Get Spending Under Control 

Back to our first point – boosting the bottom line doesn’t just come from sales. 

However, it is also boosted by looking carefully at your spending and making sure 

there’s no wastage. This means keeping overheads as low as possible, and ensuring 

your cash flow problems aren’t costing you more than they should. At the most basic 

level it’s ensuring that each and every customer or client pays on time.  

 

Getting your spending under control is only possible if you have exceptional insight 

in to exactly what is going on. Cloud-based bookkeeping software gives you hands-

free insight so that you can improve your profit margins. With streamlined invoicing 

and record keeping you can easily see where efficiencies can be made too.   

 

5. Cut Down on Risk 

Running a business is inherently risky. It’s often part of the draw, and the rewards 

should make the risk worthwhile. However, reducing unnecessary risk should be one 

of your business goals. Risk comes from many different avenues, from cyber threats 

to fraud. Taking appropriate steps to mitigate risk will help to protect, and boost, 

your bottom line.  

 

So take the next steps with your business today and give your bottom line a much welcome 

boost. 
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SAMPLE – SUPPLY CHAINS 

Could Underwater Storage Become a Reality? 

 

It might seem like the work of fiction, but Amazon has recently filed a patent for storage 

facilities they have designed to work underwater. These ‘Aquatic Storage Facilities’ are 

simply another Amazon solution to logistics problems. Given that Amazon are industry 

leaders, frequently setting the trend for the latest advances in the logistics and warehousing 

industry, we can’t write this latest development off as a pipedream. Underwater storage 

might be the storage solution that’s going to change the landscape of logistics – literally.  

 

Amazon’s Underwater Storage Concept 

The patent, titled ‘Aquatic Storage Facilities’ suggests using both artificial and natural water 

pools and bodies of water to store various goods prior to fulfilling orders.  

 

Waterproof goods aren’t needed – instead stock will be held in specialised watertight 

containers that are fitted with an air canister. The idea then is that each waterproof storage 

container will be programmed with a dedicated acoustic signal, which, when activated, will 

inflate an internal balloon, bringing the submerged storage container safely to the surface 

where the contents can be accessed. 

 

The Obvious Pitfalls of Underwater Storage 

On first impressions, the idea seems a little crazy. Water and retail goods seem a dangerous 

mix. It seems to require immense technology and infrastructure, which will be expensive. 

That’s before the time consuming process of surfacing and submerging these aquatic 

storage containers. It’s difficult to conceive how it will work in practice. Taken a step further 

– understanding how it could ever be cost-effective – adds another layer of dismay. 

However, drones were difficult to conceive before they became reality. We cannot discount 

this. In addition, there’s good reason for Amazon doing this. 

 

Current Storage Problems 

http://www.freepatentsonline.com/9624034.pdf
http://www.freepatentsonline.com/9624034.pdf
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Amazon are posing this as a solution precisely because it would solve an astronomical 

problem in the logistics and supply chain industry. With the explosion of e-commerce and all 

of the demands of online shopping, storage problems are existing on an entirely new level 

compared to that which we’ve seen before. With time to market being customer-led, and 

expectations being so high, retailers need to be able to store and stage goods on a massive 

scale. Yet, space is at a premium, and it costs. It makes sense to look for other solutions.  

 

If we look more closely at Amazon’s underwater storage proposal it begins to make more 

sense. For example, with each container being given a unique signature and controllable 

through airflow, the entire process of moving goods around like a giant jigsaw puzzle 

suddenly becomes less labour intensive. It’s more akin to the smart warehousing we’ve 

become accustomed to with Amazon. Theoretically, the underwater process could be less 

labour intensive, and require less energy because of the nature of water – in the same way 

that transporting goods by road is less efficient than by river.  

 

Then there is also the fact that expansion and contraction of the storage facility should be 

considerably easier. A warehouse, by its very nature, is limited by its own walls. Water-

based options are naturally larger expanses, with more usable space. Water offers space 

utilisation on a whole new level: nature does the hard work for you: allowing horizontal, 

vertical, and any-direction movement of goods. At present, even with robotics, humans or 

robots are travelling miles within warehouses to find, and select, the right goods. It’s time-

consuming, and not space-friendly. As Amazon says:  

“… in order to prepare and ship an order that includes a large number or different types of 

items to a customer, a staff member or robot may be required to walk several thousand feet 

or even miles within a fulfilment centre in order to retrieve the items. Where a customer 

submits multiple orders for items, the arduous task of picking, packaging and shipping 

ordered items must often be repeated for each and every order.” 

 

Add to this where we need storage – near large urban conurbations – and yet again the 

aquatic option seems enticing. Cities and urban areas don’t have more space, certainly not 

without high expense, yet many are located near large bodies of water.  

 

Is Amazon’s Underwater Storage Close to Being a Reality? 
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There are some other problems, beyond that of goods and water mixing. There is actually a 

fair amount of mechanisation, robotics, and smart technology which is going to need to 

come together to make this a reality. That’s before opening and changing mindsets on how 

our urban water facilities could be used. There are logistical problems, such as how does it 

work if the particular container needed is buried beneath others? However, we’d be naïve 

to think Amazon hasn’t thought of this. 

 

Additionally, Amazon is hugely driven when it comes to efficiency in logistics and warehouse 

automation. It leads the way precisely because it stands to benefit the most. Just a decade 

ago, the smart Amazon warehouses seemed the stuff of the design board and not reality. 

Aquatic storage containers could well fall in the same boat (excuse the pun). If you combine 

this technology with the smart technology Amazon is famed for, and highly refined logistics 

and supply chain analytics, you could potentially find the holy grail of e-commerce “just in 

time” deliveries. 

 

Furthermore, the technology isn’t a million miles from reality. Similar concepts are already 

being used for energy storage. Parachutes, and conveyor belts, for example, already exist – 

it’s just a case of using them differently. Amazon are certainly talking as if this is a soon-to-

be reality, even if some naysayers are saying they’ve only patented the concept to stop 

others from doing the same.  

 

Whatever comes out of the patented Amazon Aquatic Storage Facilities, one thing is certain: 

the storage conundrum needs addressing. With e-commerce continuing to boom, and 

developments such as Dash ordering, and storage facilities inherently being limited and 

expensive, it makes sense to look elsewhere. Using a facility we already have in the form of 

open bodies of water, with technology that’s within our grasp, it certainly doesn’t seem 

unlikely that it will happen in the near future. 
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SAMPLE – TRAVEL 

An African Sunset 

 

Wrestling my holdall in to the back of the Cessna as I breathed in the dusty dry air in 

Nairobi, I knew I was in for experiences that would leave their own branding in my memory. 

I had read about African sunsets, yet failed to absorb this element of my trip as anything 

other than another tick on the list alongside seeing the Big 5. Experiencing an African Sunset 

was going to be a first, but I didn’t realise the power it would hold.  

 

Etched in Red, Orange, Pink and Purple 

The majesty of your first African sunset is going to leave you breathless. Understanding the 

science of colour won’t account for the speechless effect of colours created from being so 

close to the equator. Your vocabulary stumbles as you realise you simply don’t have the 

terms to describe the shades and hues happening in front of you. And that’s before you 

realise that your senses are being assaulted with not just sights, but smells and sounds. 

 

Then there’s the dramatic speed at which it all happens. One minute there’s a bubbling of 

conversation in the dusky light and the promising glint of baby pink on the horizon. Then, 

within moments, you are sped on a journey through a dazzling array of colours that is bright, 

mesmerising, and ever-changing, but is over so quickly. Fiddle around with your camera and 

you’ve missed this moment. 

 

Finally, you realise you underestimated the power of seeing an African sunset for one key 

reason: you failed to understand the location will have wound its way in to your very soul. 

This first sunset has been elevated to magical proportions because today was the day you 

saw a family of warthog trotting along the road towards a baobab tree, or you had ascended 

Table Mountain and looked in the eyes of a cheeky Rock Hyrax, or took steps in to the 

harrowing history of Apartheid with a trip to Robben Island. The location lends power to 

each and every African Sunset. 

 

The Best Places for African Sunsets 
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‘Lion King’-worthy Savannah Sunsets 

If you’re looking for the quintessential African Sunset with black silhouettes of giraffe 

against an ochre-painted sky, then an evening in a game reserve is the place to be. Consider 

the Kruger National Park in South Africa, the Serengeti Plains of Tanzania, or the Maasai 

Mara in Kenya. For a Sunset vision not to be missed, take a hot air balloon ride. 

 

Where the Sky Meets the Sea 

During the day the ocean vista blends sky and sea, but when sunset comes, being able to 

see the sun drop below the horizon reflecting off the crystal waters makes for a shimmering 

sunset that finds its place in your heart. Consider viewing an African sunset punctuated only 

by a local dhow boat off the East Kenyan coast around Mombasa, or over the Atlantic Ocean 

at Cape Town, for the meeting of two worlds. 

 

The African Sundowner 

You haven’t experienced an African Sunset if you haven’t watched the sun bid goodnight 

whilst enjoying a sundowner with companions. Head up in to the Stellenbosch region of 

South Africa to make sunset memories with the finest South African white wines. For 

Sundowners that will cast their spell - enjoy the sunset with drink in hand from a boat on 

the Rufiji River in Selous, south Tanzania, or on the Zambezi above the Victoria Falls. Watch 

the crocs take to the water as you enjoy the sun setting across this mighty river. 

 

For Vast Natural Beauty Out of This World 

Whilst the trees, shrubs, rockery and landscape of many African sunset spots make for a 

diverse and traditional sunset feel, for sheer majesty head to the expanse that is the 

Makgadikgadi ancient salt pans in Botswana. The sparse vista where the white salt reflects 

and dazzles, making pink the sunset artist’s colour of choice, is matched only by the intense 

silence that provides a moving backdrop to these African Sunsets. 

 

Cityscape Sunsets 

African Sunsets aren’t only impressive when viewed in remote corners and isolated 

unpopulated areas. Cape Town is a city blessed with witnessing spectacular African Sunsets. 

Whether you choose to sit atop Table Mountain watching the sun set over the city and the 
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Atlantic beyond, or whether you lie on a beach such as Blouberg and cast Table Mountain a 

role in the panorama, you won’t be disappointed. 

 

Desert Majestic Moments 

For rich vibrant oranges that will blend earth and sky, enjoy an African Sunset at Sossusvlei 

in Namibia. The depth of colour of the dunes becomes matched only by the sky and your 

eye line is punctuated only by ghostly skeletons. 

 

Watch Day Turn to Night 

African Sunsets are memorable for their fleeting twist as day becomes night, but the 

experience needn’t end there. Whilst African Sunsets are a sight to behold, so are African 

night skies. Take your time to enjoy both sunset and an opportunity to stare up at the 

Southern Cross with open-air camping, for example in Luangwa, Zambia. 

 

Every African Sunset is a first. It was the first time this particular pattern of colour played 

out, in this particular setting, in this particular way, on this particular day.  
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SAMPLE – PROPERTY MAINTENANCE 

Adding Value to Your Home 

 

Your home is likely your main investment of your hard-earned money. Your home also is 

often the place you sink time, energy, and emotion. Knowing how you can be truly adding 

value to your home, whilst also living and enjoying the space, is crucial to your future 

emotional and financial well-being. Bearing in mind Britons spend £30 billion per year on 

home improvements according to the Office of National Statistics, how can you be sure you 

are really adding value to your home? 

 

First Things First 

When it comes to adding value to your home there are a few basics to consider. Primarily 

you need to consider the costs of any proposed improvement and weigh them against the 

added value. Not all improvements are created equally where adding value is concerned. 

Additionally, you also need to give due consideration to saleability, particularly if your 

current home is one you’re looking to sell in the future, rather than your ‘forever’ home.  

 

Which Home Improvements Add Most Value 

Streets ahead, when it comes to increasing the value of your home, is adding an additional 

bedroom (often via loft conversion). Around half of Estate Agents rank the addition of a 

bedroom as the best home improvement for adding value. A new bedroom as a result of a 

loft conversion will add around 10% to the value of your home.  

 

The survey of Estate Agents then ranks adding an extra bathroom, and a new kitchen, as 

improving the value of your home.  

 

What Else Adds to the Value of Your Home? 

Due thought needs to be given to the overall needs of the property before embarking on 

home improvement projects. It may be more crucial to update services such as rewiring 

electricity or renewing plumbing before embarking on projects such as additional bedrooms. 

Make sure you’ve fixed any structural problems (such as damp or rot), as there’s no chance 

Mediaheads%20-%20Supercraft%20Blogs%2028April%202016.docx
http://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/mortgageshome/article-3014644/Home-improvements-add-value-pay-them.html
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of fooling a surveyor. Think of these improvements as the groundwork to bigger 

improvements.  

 

As well as considering the big projects, such as new bathrooms, kitchens, central heating, 

conservatories, loft and garage conversions, and new windows, it is worth giving a little 

thought to some of the smaller, easier ways to add value. Superficial defects certainly affect 

saleability, and can easily affect the value of your home also.  

 

If you’re looking for quick and affordable ways of adding value to your home without 

expensive outlays then look at refreshing paintwork, fixing broken windows and doors, 

removing mouldy sealant around sinks, re-doing old tile grout, eliminating odours, and 

general cleanliness. These small touches are what is primarily noticed when a newcomer, or 

valuer or surveyor, enters your home. They show the general care your house has 

experienced in its lifetime.  

 

Similarly, there are a few other easier and less expensive ways of adding value to your 

home. You need to give due thought to kerb appeal and the state of your outdoor areas. 

This includes whether you can provide off road parking. With urban areas becoming more 

crowded, off-road parking improves saleability, and often value. Tidy up the garden, create 

privacy, and take a fresh look at your home from the outside. 

 

How to Pay for Home Improvements Which Add Value to Your Home 

When it comes to funding home improvements it can be a catch-22. You know the 

additional bedroom or bathroom will add value, or that the superficial changes you want to 

do will help the house to sell, but how to fund it?  

 

At XXX we generally advise that you shouldn’t spend what you haven’t got. So, your first 

port of call should be savings. However, home improvements that add value are a unique 

entity and it may be worthwhile to consider a loan or an addition on your mortgage. This is 

where you need to get the calculator out and check that the home improvements you’re 

planning to make will still add value even when you take in to account the interest and fees 

involved with further borrowing. Estate Agents in your area can value your home and advise 

on home improvements that are worthwhile in your area. 
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A Word of Caution 

Not all improvements are successful in adding value to your home, especially in real terms 

when you take in to account borrowing interest and fees. Make sure you’ve done your 

homework and be cautious. For example, be careful not to overdevelop compared to your 

neighbours, and to keep renovations in proportion. 

 

Adding Value to Your Home – For the Future 

Nonetheless, with careful planning, adding value to your home can pay. Your home should 

be a continual labour of love, and in so doing you should be able to watch its value rise. 

 

  

http://www.zoopla.co.uk/discover/selling/what-adds-value-to-your-house-not-what-you-might-be-thinking/#xO8rSe54kD8UBz7K.97
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SAMPLE – OFFICES 

How Important is Back Support? 

Musculoskeletal problems, including most notably back pain, are the second leading cause 

of workplace absence in the UK, accounting for 30.8 million lost days in 2017. Whilst the 

exact cause of back pain is often variable from one person to another, there’s no 

overestimating its impact. The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) states: “Evidence shows 

that good industrial relations, job satisfaction and partnership between employers and 

employees are key elements in the successful management of back pain problems. It may 

also help you to retain skilled and loyal staff.”  

 

Therefore, something as simple and easy as back support makes enormous sense. For many 

office workers, they spend a great deal of their time sat in their office chair. It’s a central 

part of getting their ergonomics right. 

 

The Problem with an Office Chair 

Sitting at a desk isn’t how humans were designed to work for long periods. As such, we need 

to put the infrastructure in place to provide adequate support and reduce the stress on the 

back - to prevent poor posture and, ultimately, pain. A well-designed ergonomic office chair 

will provide this. To understand the science of this we need to understand that, contrary to 

what we may initially think, there is considerably more pressure on our lumbosacral discs 

when sitting, compared with standing.  

 

We need support. Support will help prevent back pain by assisting posture and reducing 

stress on the joints, discs, and the soft tissue in the spine. This back support needs to be 

incorporated in to the office chair.  

 

Back Support in the Office Chair 

Back support is relatively simple to ensure within an office chair yet offers immense value. 

The back support within the chair is straightforwardly filling the gap created between the 

natural shape of the lumbar spine and a straight backed chair. The support therefore 

supports an individual’s natural shape. 

 

https://www.ons.gov.uk/news/news/totalof137millionworkingdayslosttosicknessandinjuryin2016
http://www.hse.gov.uk/msd/backpain/employers.htm
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Additional Means of Back Support 

The back support in the office chair is itself vital. However, further support can be achieved 

through elbow supports, foot supports to ensure correct knee positioning, and positioning 

the chair, desk and computer so that individuals are looking straight ahead. 
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SAMPLE – DENTISTRY 

The Survival Guide to Braces  

 

Simple Steps on How to Navigate the Turbulent Teens with Train Tracks in the Mix 

 

Braces. A Teen’s Potential Nightmare, and therefore a Parent’s Pain in the Rear (number 

517). Yes? Well, we can’t guarantee you a smooth ride through hormonal angst and the 

crazy heartland that is a teen’s mood swing, but we can tell you how to make sure the 

Orthodontist isn’t taking position number one on your hit list, and how to make the path to 

future straight smiles as plain sailing as possible.  

 

Whether Orthodontic Treatment is required for crooked, overlapping, overcrowded teeth, 

or malocclusion (bad bite), this Survival Guide will see you through with a few less grey 

hairs. 

 

Choose Your Plan of Attack 

The best weapon in your arsenal is being prepared. The teens are a hotspot time for 

orthodontic work because the teeth are more pliable, more amenable to change than the 

more fused gnashers of an adult. This doesn’t mean it’s great timing for your teen who’s 

taking their steps in to the harsh social world of the classroom and the school commute. If 

you’re prepared for nurturing your child through their foray in to Orthodontics then they’re 

more likely to come out smiling, and not just from the great set of new teeth. 

 

Forget About the Money 

Whilst you may have sat pondering the joys of the Index of Orthodontic Treatment Need 

(IOTN) for NHS treatment versus your bank account, with a good dollop of parental guilt 

thrown in for good measure, when it comes to helping your teen, accept this: they do not 

care who is footing the bill. So shift your focus if you want to get them onboard with their 

Orthodontic treatment. However, feel free to secretly do your homework, on who is going 

to be parting with cash, by checking out the NHS Guide. 

 

How%20Important%20is%20Back%20Support?
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Know Your Stuff  

It might seem like a complicated minefield of bewildering terms like Lingual Braces or Smart 

Bracket Braces, but having some clue about the lingo is going to help when your teen is 

bemoaning that their braces aren’t as “lit” (That’s ‘cool’ to you and I) as the Class of 2018 

Alpha Kid’s. Check out this article for a quick beginner’s run down. 

 

Confidence Breeds Confidence 

Whether you’ve got the most bolshie teen on the block or one already known for the 

insecurity angst, the best way to get your child on board with the braces is to speak 

confidently, positively, and with focus on the future benefit. Whilst teens aren’t known for 

their long-term thinking, this is your key to success. Look at magazines together pointing out 

smiles, but also schedule orthodontic appointments later in the day to give you time to do 

an evening confidence boost before throwing them back in to the school day. 

 

Reassure About Pain 

Remember your teen doesn’t have the same frame of reference as you. Don’t assume that 

they know what having braces entails or what their fears are. Open the communication 

channels and reassure where you can. For most orthodontic treatment there won’t be any 

need for injections, and pain is usually just limited to short-term irritation that can be easily 

navigated with a Milkshake treat. 

 

Arm Them Well 

Likely to be their biggest concern is what others will think and say. Teens aren’t exactly up 

there on the Go-To List for Social Niceties and jibes about Tin Grins are likely to hurt. Offset 

this by firstly giving your teen a strategy for walking away or practising their own retort, as 

well as inwardly reassuring them they’re going to have the best smile in the long-term.  

 

Relationships Matter 

No we’re not talking about the first throes of love fuelled with hormones, but one of the 

biggest factors for helping your teen through their Orthodontic Treatment is their 

relationship, and yours, with the Orthodontist themselves. Heading for treatment might not 

be a high priority but if they feel relaxed and at ease then your battle is half won.  

link:%20http://www.thedentalguide.net/braces-cost-uk/)
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At the end of the day, Orthodontic Treatment is almost a Teen’s Rite of Passage. Follow our 

tips to make it as hassle-free as possible. 
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SAMPLE – HEALTH 

Our Guide to Chronic Diseases: Focus on Alzheimer’s 

 

Alzheimer’s – The Chronic Disease 

Old age for many is synonymous with Dementia and Alzheimer’s. Alzheimer’s looms as a 

fear hanging over old age. Alzheimer’s as a chronic disease affects whole families and 

relationships as well as the individual sufferer. Being progressive, Alzheimer’s causes general 

deterioration, and is the most common form of dementia. 

 

It is estimated that 46.8 million people were living with Dementia worldwide in 2015, and 

with the aging populations of many developed countries, this is only set to increase. Despite 

it being a chronic and long-lasting disease, most sufferers don’t in fact receive a formal 

diagnosis. 

 

Alzheimer’s – The Definition 

Alzheimer’s is a physical degenerative disease: there are real physical changes taking place 

in the brain. Proteins build up over time in the brain and cause a loss of connections 

between nerve cells and ultimately cell death, and loss of brain tissue. Additionally, there is 

a shortage over time of some essential chemicals that support and enable brain function. 

 

Alzheimer’s – The Types & What it Does 

Alzheimer’s causes a range of different cognitive difficulties for sufferers, however, the 

symptoms vary from one individual to another. There is no set profile for an Alzheimer’s 

sufferer. Broadly, Alzheimer’s causes memory loss, difficulties with thinking and rational 

thought, problem-solving and logical thinking, and language problems.  

 

The symptoms of this chronic disease start in a mild form and develop over time, usually a 

period of several years. Predominantly the first symptoms to be noticed involve memory 

problems, particularly focused on recalling recent events or when required to learn new 

information.  

 

https://www.alzheimers.org.uk/site/scripts/documents_info.php?documentID=100
https://www.alz.co.uk/research/statistics
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Alzheimer’s then goes on to cause further problems, usually with logical thinking, reasoning, 

perception, communication and language, concentration, planning, organisation and 

executive functioning, and orientation. 

 

As Alzheimer’s develops in to its later stages then the sufferer may experience further 

exacerbation of the above symptoms as well as sometimes becoming delusionary or 

experiencing hallucinations. Unfortunately in the later stages it is also not uncommon to see 

character changes, most notably with Alzheimer’s patients becoming increasingly 

aggressive, agitated and anxious. 

 

Alzheimer’s can be categorised in to three broad types: 

 

Early Onset Alzheimer’s: Only accounting for approximately 10% of Alzheimer’s sufferers, 

Early Onset patients experience the beginning of symptoms prior to the age of 65, with 

many noticing an onset of symptoms in their forties and fifties. 

 

Late Onset Alzheimer’s: The most common form of Alzheimer’s affects those over the age of 

65, hence it is associated with old age, and being an elderly person’s disease. 

 

Familial Alzheimer’s Disease (FAD): is a form of Alzheimer’s is definitely linked to genetic 

causes. Whilst there is some debate and research underway regarding the genetic link of 

Alzheimer’s there are only a very small proportion of cases definitely linked to genetics, only 

accounting for approximately 1% of Alzheimer’s sufferers. These sufferers usually 

experience their earliest symptoms in their forties. 

 

Alzheimer’s – The Risks 

As with all chronic diseases there are certain factors that make an individual less or more 

likely to develop Alzheimer’s disease as they age. 

 

http://www.webmd.com/alzheimers/guide/alzheimers-types
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Age: Age alone is the biggest factor in the increase of prevalence in Alzheimer’s. As 

populations age then a larger proportion will be at risk of developing dementia and 

Alzheimer’s. 

 

Gender: Women are considerably more likely to develop Alzheimer’s than men. This 

relationship cannot simply be explained by women living longer, but is a risk factor in itself. 

 

Genetic Link: Research is underway, and more is needed, to identify the genetic links of 

Alzheimer’s further. However, there does seem to be some genetic link, particularly for 

those with Early Onset Alzheimer’s.  

 

Down’s Syndrome: Individuals with Down’s Syndrome are more likely to develop Alzheimer’s 

disease compared to the general population, largely thought to be due to chromosomal 

differences and premature aging. 

 

Other Chronic Conditions: Alzheimer’s is more common in individuals with other long term 

chronic conditions such as diabetes, heart problems, high blood pressure, and high 

cholesterol. Obesity in mid-life and strokes are also associated with Alzheimer’s. As such, 

lifestyle factors are definitely thought to play a part in the likelihood of developing the 

disease. 

 

Depression: There is a link between those suffering from depression and Alzheimer’s. 

 

Alzheimer’s – The Management 

Given its degenerative, progressive nature, management of Alzheimer’s needs to focus on 

management and enabling individuals and their families to maintain their quality of life for 

as long as possible. The aims of Alzheimer’s management are to maximise the individual’s 

daily function as well as providing a safe environment. 

 

Treating Cognitive Symptoms: Drug therapy for Alzheimer’s has developed enormously over 

the past two decades. Treatments, especially early on in the course of the disease, can be 
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used to alleviate, and even slow down, some of the symptoms. For example: medications 

such as Donepezil, Rivastigmine and Galantamine. 

 

Handling Behavioural Symptoms: Help and support can be given to individuals to help them 

manage their own, or their loved ones, behavioural symptoms such as controlling 

aggression, agitation, anxiety and psychosis. 

 

Support for the Caregiver: Alzheimer’s can place a huge burden on those caring for the 

individual sufferer. Education, support and respite needs to be given to the caregiver to 

ensure the patient themselves gets the best care. 

 

The aim of any Alzheimer’s management programme should include monitoring and 

evaluation to enable to the management plan to be adapted over time. 

 

Our Approach to Alzheimer’s 

At XXX we believe in bringing health information, tailored specifically to you, to your inbox 

via a simple, easy, online assessment. Compiled by medical experts using a plethora of the 

most up to date medical studies, we can assess your risk factors for chronic diseases such as 

Alzheimer’s.  

 

However, knowledge is power, and so we go beyond this. We actively give you information 

and advice based on your known health risks compared to a perfectly healthy virtual 

patient, and advise you on what you can do to target elevated risks and reduce them in line 

with an ideal health basis, making you healthier and less at-risk. For tips on managing and 

reducing the risks associated with Alzheimer’s, take our 7-minute test now.  

 

<<Button – Link to Test>> 
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SAMPLE – WELLBEING 

Important Health Checks You Should Regularly Do at Home 

 

Taking responsibility for your own health is a sure fire way to ensure you stay as healthy as 

possible. In the same way that we prioritise our nutrition and exercise, it’s also important to 

prioritise some basic home health checks. These regular checks enable you to gain a good 

understanding of your health, and importantly, tell if there are any changes.  

 

If in any doubt, always seek a medical opinion. However, it can be useful to enter the 

doctor’s surgery forearmed with relevant information. 

 

1. Know your baseline temperature 

A clear indication of infection is a raised temperature. This is true whether that’s an 

infected cut or a chest infection. This tends to be common knowledge. However, we 

were all taught at school that a ‘normal’ temperature is 37°C. Yet, some studies have 

actually shown that there is a range of normal temperatures from 36.1°C to 37.2°C. 

Therefore, unless you know your own normal you’re going to find a temperature 

reading when you do have an infection confusing.  

 

Home Health Check: Get to know your baseline temperature by taking your 

temperature periodically when well and healthy. Do this from time to time as it’s 

usual for baseline temperature to decrease with age. 

 

2. Know your waist-heart connection 

Your weight can be a useful indicator of heart and overall health. Your BMI is the 

reading which makes sense of your weight in relation to your height. You can check 

your BMI here. However, your waist size also gives you crucial information about the 

health of your heart and risks to your health such as cancer and type 2 diabetes.  

Weight around your middle is particularly of concern. 

 

Home Health Check: Use the table from the British Heart Foundation to measure 

your waist.  

 

3. Keep an eye on your skin 

https://medlineplus.gov/ency/article/001982.htm
https://www.nhs.uk/Tools/Pages/Healthyweightcalculator.aspx
https://www.bhf.org.uk/heart-health/preventing-heart-disease/managing-your-weight
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There are around 15,400 new melanoma skin cancer cases every year in the UK. It is 

concerning that those numbers are booming as well. Over the last decade, skin 

cancer incidences have increased by 50% in this country. The good news is that, if 

caught early, skin cancers can be some of the easiest to treat. However, around 1 in 

10 new cases is diagnosed at a late stage. Therefore, you should aim to keep an eye 

on your skin and take any concerns to the GP early.  

 

Home Health Check: Every few months complete a skin-scan.  Look all over your 

body for any changes to your skin, particularly moles. When looking at moles 

consider are they symmetrical, the edge, the colour, size and whether they have 

changed. You may find it useful to take a photo to compare a few months later.  

 

4. If you’re a woman, check your breasts 

Breast cancer is the most common cancer in the UK with one in eight women 

becoming sufferers in their lifetime. Again, the sooner you spot the signs, the better 

the outcomes. Women’s breasts can vary in terms of feel and sensation throughout 

their monthly cycle. Therefore it is important to know what is normal for you so that 

you can identify any changes.  

 

Home Health Check: Checking your breasts at home doesn’t require any special 

technique. You may find it easier in the shower with soap. You need to feel and look 

at the breast area up to your collarbone and armpit. You should be checking for 

changes in size or shape, lumps, thickening, textural changes, redness, nipple 

changes or pain. You can find out more information here. 

 

5. If you’re a man, check your testicles 

Whilst considerably less common than breast cancer, self testicle checks are also 

simple and easy to do and can help spot changes early. The vast majority of 

testicular lumps aren’t cancer: however, they do need checking out. 

 

Home Health Check: Check yourself regularly for any changes including lumps, 

swelling, enlargement, changes to the firmness, or any unusual discomfort. You can 

find out more here.  

 

6. Know your heart 

We’ve looked at the connection between your waistline and your heart but do you 

actually know your own heart rate? This will vary according to time of day, exercise 

levels, stress and age but it can be useful to know your resting heart rate as it is a 

good indicator of overall health. By checking your heart rate you may also be able to 

identify if anything is out of the norm, such as a palpitation. 

http://www.cancerresearchuk.org/health-professional/cancer-statistics/statistics-by-cancer-type/skin-cancer
https://www.breastcancercare.org.uk/about-us/media/press-pack-breast-cancer-awareness-month/facts-statistics
https://www.breastcancercare.org.uk/information-support/have-i-got-breast-cancer/checking-your-breasts
https://www.nhs.uk/chq/Pages/878.aspx?CategoryID=61&SubCategoryID=618
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Home Health Check: Check your pulse when you’re rested and calm. Use your 

middle and index finger on your neck alongside your Adam’s apple. When you feel 

your pulse, count the number of beats in a minute using a watch or timer. A normal 

resting heart rate is between 60 and 100 beats per minute. If your resting heart rate 

is outside of this range then make an appointment with your doctor to get checked 

out.  

 

7. Are you feeling tired? 

It’s not unusual to feel tired. It is unusual to feel it regularly and relentlessly. Feeling 

tired can be an indication of a wide range of health problems from depression to 

anaemia. The causes vary enormously. They may be nutritional or due to a longer 

term condition. You can also be excessively tired due to the poor quality of your 

sleep. 

 

Home Health Check: If you have a partner, do they notice you snoring or other night 

time disturbances? Do you frequently nod off during the day? Consider if the 

amount of sleep you are getting equates with the amount of energy you have. 

 

 

8. Know yourself 

All of the above tests focus on getting familiar with your own health and body. As 

part of this you should tune in to your body and get to know what is normal and 

what’s not, for you. In our hectic lives it’s easy to tune out from our body’s needs 

instead. However, this can be a way of ignoring our physical and mental health 

needs.  

 

Home Health Check: Conduct a Mindful Body Scan. Many people find this so helpful 

they will do it several times a day, however it can also be useful when done 

periodically so that you know what is normal for you.  

 

Check yourself regularly with the above home health checks. Also, if you’re aged between 

40 and 74 you could be eligible for an NHS Health Check. You should get an invitation from 

your GP or local authority every five years.  

 

 

 

https://www.webmd.boots.com/heart-disease/features/heart-rate-health
https://www.mindful.org/beginners-body-scan-meditation/
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/nhs-health-check/

